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About This Content

CPUCores is a cutting-edge Windows based software built by gamers, specifically for gamers, with 1 thing in mind:
INCREASE YOUR FPS!

CPUCores does this by micromanaging your Windows OS and non-essential applications.
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CPUCores System Hardware Analyzer will automatically detect and display a summary of your computer’s hardware
specifications.

With only one click you will be able to create a PNG image of your specifications or copy them to clipboard.

This gives you a great way to share your specifications on your profile, tweet the image, share it on Facebook or even post them
on Reddit, Imgur, etc!
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Title: CPUCores :: System Hardware Analyzer
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
Tim Sullivan
Publisher:
Tim Sullivan
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit

Processor: Any CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any semi-modern GPU

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Italian,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,
Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Norwegian,Portuguese,Romanian,Swedish,Th
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cpucores system hardware analyzer. cpucores + system hardware analyzer (dlc) bundle

CPUCore is very good utility for gaming with enogh functionally.
But this DLC has not same level of worth. (205yen at Steam in Japan)

- Not implemented any deep analyzing about hardware
- Not translated button in launched hardware analyzer (I confirmed only Japanese)
- Too expensive about with this functionality

At least (in this time released) need to implement displaying about some hardware's utilization like a CPU usage per core,
memory usage per app, disk usage\/health check...
if not, I can agree if this covered with version up free of charge with CPUCore.

I expected some of new age of software by CPUCore that like a 'hardware-balance-adviser' for gaming. (its not real software
name)

CPU-Z is free.

--- UPDATE (12\/06) ---
Now localization is fixed. Sorry for late because i cannot power on my PC a week by caught fever...

and add post.
If CPUCore set the donate, I will do this because I am a fan of CPUCore.But this is additional product. It make me looking
deeper.
IMO at least DLC have to show the percentage of usage with Memory and Storage by some of text\/graph. (and total amount of
memory!) Network link speed is needed too.If your price tag is $199.
I want your brushed up this DLC in the future like as CPUCore. Maybe this implementation is NOT hard for program wizard
like as you.. to help the dev(s).. Good little DLC for 2$ if you don't know the basic tech side behind your computer, but you
would love to. Sadly it's only available on steam exclusively for CPUcores owners (which cost 15$), but on the other hand, it's a
little addition for your CPUcores.

However, tech people don't need this app (like myself) i'm working with computers a lot, and i use program called CPU-Z,
because it's giving me more info about the hardware.

If you are tech kinda guy like me, who was looking for CPU-Z kinda program on steam, you should understand that, again, it's
only available on steam exclusively for CPUcores owner, and be aware, that this app is only showing basic stuff: CPU
(name,model @ Ghz), GPU (name, model, amount of GBs), RAM (amount of GBs, name,model @ Mhz), OS, Motherboard
(name,model), Storage (name,model, amount of GBs), Audio and Network. You can create PNG of you specs, or copy it as text
in your clipboard to share.

This DLC is doing what it should, but again, tech kinda people like me don't need this app, the only reason why you can buy it if
you guy like me, is just to support the developer.

I want SHA to be like an Early Access game, you are receiving a working alpha\/prototype in the beginning, and then CPU-Z
like awesome program at the end.. It works great and it has very clean simple ui. I hope it will have features and tips that will
update and tweak the performance of my cpu too run smoothly in the future.. As others seems to have done, I bought it to
support the dev!. Bought this add-on just to support the dev. It's not something everyone would need, but I got the base CPU
Cores at 1\/2 off and it has helped me quite a bit! Thanks Tim
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neat app, i think it is 2gb off my GPU, it says 6gb but i think i have 8gb? small bug?. Well if I can give this review a mixed,
I\u2019d like to. There are actually not nesscairly a performance increase. But instead it made the FPS unstable. I normally get
30 max 24 FPS low in 530x768 in r6 siege, but after launching the cpu cores it turned to be 12 FPS low, 36 FPS max.

Specs I5 4258u
  8GB LPDDR3
  intel iris 5100

Haven\u2019t tested other games but I\u2019ll do an update.. useless, all say what you can see in system information (control
panel)
and for my Gtx 1080 Ti say that's i have only 4 gb, but i have 11gb.. sorry but no.... Bought this one to support the developer
because CPU::Cores has helped a lot at my games and Tim is very helpful.

If you have any questions, you ask it at the discussions he'll answer your question if he's online.

Most devs don't do that. :). 10\/10 would make the same mistake again in order to support the CPUCores Team!
The following question goes to Tim Sullivan,
Howcome it has a '::' after the name CPUCores,
The same way Dimmdrive has it???. Absolutely pointless but ill support the developer. CPUCORES IS THE BEST!.
CPUCORES IS THE BEST!
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